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R. Dobbins, S. Fouant, D. Migault, R. Moskowitz, N. Teague, L. Xia, K. Nishizuka
• Significant reorganization
• Moving towards scenarios in less formal prose (1 completed, so far)
• Elementary and Advanced scenario categories
• Client, Server, and Message taxonomies included
• More formalistic scenarios in an Appendix
• Looking towards -04:
  – Need all scenarios rewritten in less formalistic prose
  – Need cleanup and clarification of some body text
  – Made some initial progress, but then folks got busy – need to re-group and target -04 for 10Mar2017
Next actions:

– Convene editorial conference the week of 27Feb2017
– Re-write all remaining scenarios in less formalistic prose
– Clean up body prose
– Still a question whether taxonomies should come first, or scenarios should come first – need to reach consensus at editorial conference